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bas been customary to regard
and MJh as synoIof Tanyms
of
"prophet" and as embodying an older usage
time when visions were supposed to be the distinguish~

~;f

ing mark of prophecy. 1 This view rests on two suppositions:
(1) that both ~ and :"IJh convey the idea of " seeing.,
either in the sense of foreseeing events or of having a vision
through which the future is revealed, and (2) that the gloss
in 1 Sam. 9 9, "that the n4bi of to-day was formerly called
the r8•eh" carries with it the synonymity of the two terms.
While it is true that the gloss distinctly conveys the
view that ~ is the older term which was subsequently
replaced by ~. it does not necessarily follow that the
functions of the ~ and ~~ were always identical. Indeed, the natural course of religious evolution furnishes a
presumption in favor of the supposition that the I'D$"\ belonging to an earlier grade of culture, reftects a more primitive
view of the manner in which the will and intention of the
gods were to be ascertained than the -~~ which, whatever
its origin,1 became in Hebrew usage the term for the one
1 A. B. Davidson, PropAur and Prop'MU (Hcuffng•' Dtatoramy of UwJ
Bible, lv. p. 108), and the same author's Old Tutament Prop'Mc, (Edinburgh, 1904), p. 81 ; E. G. Blrllch, Prophet. and Prophec,, in JeVJuA EflCJClcrp<ldUI, vol x. p. 218 ; but aee Nowack, Bfk'Mr Samuelu, p. 41.
1 8ee Hoffmann in Z.A W, UL pp. 87 aq., who disc~ the poaaibUity of a
connection with the meaning of the corresponding stem In Arabio of a
"rustling" sound, but which be does DC¢ regard aa satisfactory. Kuenen
(Prophet. of Inad, p. 42) and others connect M:U with 17!ll "bubble up,"
either analogoua to the uae of .,_., "drip" (Am. 1 u; .!lie. I u) or
suggested by the symptoms of an epUept.lc. See Hoffmann, l.c. p. 119 and
Encyel • .Bibllca, Ul. col. 8863. J. A. Bewer In .AJSL, rvUI. (11102), p. 120,
compares the Al8yrlan ntJbQ, "tear away, lead forcibly," hence the prophet
Ia (fig.) carried IJVJ<If by divine frenzy, eCBta.sy.
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who, casting aside the ordinary means of divination, is the
direct mouthpiece of a Deity purified of unethical conceptions, spiritualized and largely also denationalized. If we
examine the passages in which rtaf1 is used, we shall find his
functions as a matter of fact to be quite different from those
of the Iaier IJC"~. The :"1\C'"\ par ncellen,ce in the 0. T. is
Samuel, who is thrice called in Chronicles (1 Chr. 9 22,
26 28, 29 29) a :"laf'l.' "'-'~' "Samuel, the r8'eh" in a way
which indicates that :"laf'l.' was the title by which he was
known, precisely as Nathan was known as~' (1 Chr. 171
29 29, 2 Chr. 9 29 29 25, Ps. 51 2, 1 Ki. 1 8. 10. 22. 23. 32.
M. 38. M. 4.3), and as Gad was known asl"IJ"W' (1 Chr. 29 29),
and Zadok as l~tf (2 Sam. 15 2T, 1 Ki. 1 8. 26. 32. M. 38. 39.
M. 4.3 2 SIS 4 2, 1 Chr. 16 39 24 6 29 22).
Besides these
three passages, rtarl occurs in connection with Samuel no
let!ll than four times in the narrative of his first meeting with
Saul (1 Sam. 9 9. u. 18. 19), which according to the critical
analysis forms part of the "Saul " document in the Book ·
of Samuel. 6 This narrative, which may be taken as typical
of the functions ascribed to Samuel, reveals him to us in
the distinct role of a diviner. Saul, acting on the advice
of his attendant, seeks out Samuel, through whom as an
~' ~ "man of Elohim " 8 (vas. 6. T. s. 10) he hopes
to find the whereabouts of the lost asses of his father Kish.
Samuel enjoys high repute as one who can forecast the
future; "whatever he says will surely come to pass,'' says
Saul's attendant, "therefore let us go thither, perhaps he will
tell us what road we should take" (vs. 6), i.e. he may be able
to tell us where the lost asses can be found. On Saul objecting that he has nothing to offer the " man of Elohim," the
attendant says that he bas one fourth of a shekel of silver
which he is ready to give. Samuel is, therefore, viewed as
•The latter~ Ia partlcalariy Interesting as embodying all t.bree &erma
~. and ar~ applied to Samuel, Gad, aud Nathan, respectively.
'Bee, however, below.
•Bee B. P. Smith, (.-"riticalatld Eugelieal Comt~Untarv oa tAe Boob of
&mul, p. 69; Xautzlloh, cUe Hriltge &Ar4ft du .AlU" Tutomeu, p. 289.
•On thta term, 1ll8d u a very pneral one, eee Davldlon, Old T~
Prophtq~, p. T9.
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one who carries on divination as a profession, to whom one
goes for the purpose of securing an answer to some question
and who receives a compensation in return. Aa a diviner
he might still be placed in the category of the prophet,
though of a rather primitive type, but in the course of the
narrative, brief as it is, he is distinctly portrayed as a priest.
Saul and his attendant on reaching the ascents to the city in
which the "man of Elohim" was to be found, inquire of
some maidens coming out to draw water, "Is the r8'eh
here?" The reply of the maidens (vss. 12-13) is significant:
"And they answered them and said, 'He is near by. Make haste
now, for just to-day he has come to the city, for there is a
general sacrifice to-day (Ci? C1':j M;!) on the b4mt1h. On your
entering the city you will find him before he ascends the bclmdh
to eat, for the people may not eat until he comes to bless the sacrifice. After that those bidden may eat.' " etc.
The view of modern commentators, including that of H. P.
Smith,7 that the" blessing of the sacrifice is not a priestly
function," but merely a kind of grace,8 is hardly justified in
view .of the abundant evidence that among the Semites in
general the presence of the priest was essential to a sacrifice.
A M;! is a religious rite and the blessing of the sacrifice is
clearly a form of sanctification to give an assurance that it
has been accepted by J ahweh. Such an assurance can only
be given by a priest acting as mediator between a god and
his worshipers. The priestly function assumed by Samuel
is in accord with other episodes in his career which, however
much they may have been worked over by later editors, contain a core of reliable historical tradition. He is an attendant in the house of Jahweh (1 Sam. 3t), dedicated to the
service of Jahweh through a formal sacrifice (1 Sam. 124-211).
As the "boy " of Eli, the priest, he wears the linen " ephod "
(1 Sam. 2 ts)- the distinct symbol of priesthood.a The
I.e. p. 62.
following Wellhausen, ProkgomentJ (6 ed.), p. 70. Budde (die BilcMJ'
&mud, p. 62) Ia inclined to regard Samuel's action aa an exceptional one,
but the context implies rather a regular practice.
1
Cf. 1 Sam. 2 •· where the phra&e " to carry the epAod before me" Ia
7

1

d~ptiveofprierUyfunction&
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significant feature in the dramatic legend of Samuel's
first vision (1 Sam. 3) is that it takes place while he is in
the temple service. Later at Mizpah he appears in the rtle
of mediator between Jahweh and his people, 10 and his intercession is accompanied by religious rites ; and no less significant is the incidental notice that at Ramah, which is called
his home, he built a sacrificial altar to Jahweh (1 Sam. 7t7).n
There is no reason to question the authenticity of such incidental notices, which show that as a Maf'\ Samuel performed
the functions of a priest in the early stages of worship among
the Hebrews. As for the narrative of the meeting of Saul
with Samuel, the frequent use of the term l'n$'1 as well as the
na1ve manner in which Saul and his attendant are represented as going to this Ma$'1 for the purpose of ascertaining
what had become of the lost asses of Kish, indicate that the
original purpose of the tale was to demonstrate the powers of
Samuel as a. diviner. For be foretells (10 2-9) three incidents
that will happen: (1) at the grave of Rachel Saul will encounter two men who will tell him that the asses have been
found, (2) at Elon Tabor he will encounter three men on tbe
way to Bethel with sacrifices for the sanctuary, and (3) at
Gibeatb-Elohim he will encounter a company of c~~;f, and
the spirit of Jahweh will descend on him.12 It is probable
that three independent forecasts, or three versions of a. single
forecast, have here been combined and brought into connection with the incident of the meeting of Samuel with Saul
which, being fraught with such important consequences, would
naturally have become a favorite subject for folkloric expan10 1 Sam. 7 H m..,..-1," ~ c,;tJ:'Itc'l. The prayer Ia accompanied by
religious rites S11Ch as faatin'g and llbaUons ; and when it Ia added that
" Samuel judged the Ben8 lllrael at .Mizpah," it Is reasonable to conclude
that what Samuel did was to render a "decision" iu the name of Jahweh,
or in other words to announce the intention of Jahweh, secured as an oracle
in 10me way, in connection with the coming struggle against the Philistines.
u The "atone" which he erects after the victory over the Philistines
(1 Sam. 7 u) may also have been some kind of an altar.
u The "duplicate" of thl8 story in 1 Sam. 19 1Hio Ia recognlzed as a late
adaptation (see H. P. Smith, l.e. p. 181), 10 that the appearance of Samuel
at the head of the band (vs.10) Ia a pu.rely fanciful touch and manifestly incongruous.
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sion ; but for our purposes the main point is the illustration
that the three forecasts afford of the popular oonception of
Samuel as a diviner. That at this time the I'D$., was quite distinct from the If'~ follows from the description given of the
"prophets " whom Saul is to encounter - a band of howling
dervishes accompanying their chants with musical instruments.18 If Samuel is in one passage actually referred to as a
If'~ (1 Sam. 8 lM)) , this is due of oourse to the projection of a
later conception of a prophet into the past, under the influence
of which the title is assigned to all the ancient leaders from
Abraham on, irrespective of the specific r8les played by them.
The anointing of Saul by Samuel (1 Sam. 10) in the name
of Jahweh shows us Samuel again performing a priestly
function, though in view of the fact that the episode has
been manifestly introduced as a counterbalance to the narrative of Samuel's opposition to the kingship (chaps. 8 and
12), its only value lies in the tradition that it embodies of the
functions ascribed to Sa~uel, who thus turns out to be essentially a diviner and a priest; and since, as we have seen,
the term r8'eh belongs to the older structure of Hebrew culture, we should be prepared to find: the r8' eh on a par with
priests and diviners elsewhere. One of the oldest as well
as one of the commonest designations of the priest in Babylonia is bdra,u a participial form from the stem bart2, which
is the common one in Babylonian for "to see " or "look at
something," used in fact precisely as rd'ah is in Hebrew. The
bttra, this word being formed precisely as r8'eh, is essentially
and primarily the divining priest, but the "seeing" involved
in his office is of a very specific character. He is not a " seer "
in the modern acceptation of the term, as one who can
"foresee," but an "inspector," and the inspection implied
is that of the liver of the sacrificial animal, through which
as the vital organ of the animal, as the soul and seat
u Chap. 101. See below, p. 61.
u See Jaatrow, Bel. Babffl. und .Aaqr., li. pp. 192 seq., where the various
functions of the barD are eet forth, but thiB variety ~.due to the development
of the Babylonian ritual, In OOillequence of which b4rQ became the " diviner"
In general without reference to any speoial mode of divination.
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of life, the will and intention of the god, who accepts the
animal and is thus identified with it, are revealed.ll Through
carefully "looking at" the phenomena noted on the liver,
each sign being given an interpretation in accord with an
elaborate system devised by the 64712-priests,• the Mra or
"inspector" obtains the answer to the question put to him.
Hepatoscopy is the oldest form of divination known to us
among the Babylonians, and since, as has been shown elsewhere,17 the second grand division of Babylonian divination
-the reading of coming events through the sun, moon,
planets, and stars- is dependent upon hepatoscopy, the
application of the term 64712 to the stargazer or astrologer,
and then to the interpreter of ci,eams and of signs in general,
represents the natural extension of the functions of the Mra.
In consequence, the word becomes the general designation of
the priest as "diviner," irrespective of the means chosen by
him for forecasting the future, or what he predicts, or what
the questions are that may be put to him.
·
The Hebrew l'Df\ being the exact equivalent of the Babylonian 64712, and the r8'eh as exemplified in the narrative of
Samuel being a diviner and a priest, it would seem reasonable to take the ~ in accord with the meaning attached to
bdra, as likewise originally an "inspector," who looks at
something with ·a view of obtaining an answer to a given
question. We have as an interesting confirmation of the
correspondence here assumed between the Babylonian stem
Mra in this specific sense and the Hebrew l"I\C':I, the pa.ssage
inEz. 2126, where the prophet accurately describes the Babylonian method of divination as ~; I'D$?, literally "he
looked at the liver," but which is to be taken as a compound
expression to convey the idea of "liver inspection" or hepatoscopy. While traces of the view upon which hepatoscopy
11 See a paper by the writer, "The Liver In Antiquity and the Beginnings
of Anatomy" (Uni11. of Po. Medical Bulletin, January, 1008, and Trau.
PAlla. College of Phrsldou, 3d Series, :al.x. pp. 117-188).
te See Jaatrow, Bel. BtJbfll. uftd Alqr., U. pp. ~ aq., and the copious
illuatratlona there given, pp. 262-416.
17 "The Sign and Name for Planet In Babylonian," In ~ng• of 1M
.&mer. PAUo.. Soclaf, vol. xlvli, pp. 146 aq.
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rests-the liver as the seat of the soul or of life-are to be
found in Hebrew,18 it must be admitted that there are no
direct indications that hepatoscopy was practiced by the ancient Hebrews outside of the prohibition to burn the lobut
caudatut of the liver as embodied in nine different passages
of the Pentateuchal codes. The prohibition is aimed against
using the sacrificial animal for purposes of divination,li and
in so far points to the knowledge of this form of divination
among the Hebrews. Still it is significant that in the list of
various kinds of diviners-Deut. 18 1o-n-there is no mention of hepatoscopy, so that we are not justified in going
further than the assumption that the mt'l was applied to a
divining priest who looks at or inspects some material object as a means of forecasting the course of events or of furnishing an answer to a question. We are not told how
Samuel proceeds to furnish an answer to the question put
to him by Saul, but perhaps some significance is to be attached to the detail that Samuel speaks to Saul "on the
roof " and according to one version "at sunrise."., The
time of sunrise is a favorite one for performing incantation
rites and for other ritualistic acts. 21 Is the conference." on
the roof" perhaps to be taken as an allusion to divination
through the heavenly phenomena? It would be natural
that in the narrative, which portrays Samuel as a faithful
Jahweh worshiper, details contradictory to the spirit of
the Pentateuchal ideals and of the prophetical views should
be suppressed, or perhaps it would be more correct to say,
should quietly disappear from the narrative. If there be any
force to this hypothesis, it would indicate that as applied to
'\;~ Ia
See also Lam. 2 11 " my liver is poured out on
the earth," where again " liver " is a synonym of "soul."
uSee Jutrow, Bel. BabfiZ. ulld ...t..,.., lL p. 231, note 10, where the
proof is given-following Moore-that the ~ll ~ (Ex. 29 u. a,
Lev. 3 '· 10. u 7' 8 u. • 9 10. lt) is the lobw caudaeu.t.
•18am. 9tll.
11 See Zlmmern, Beitrage ~"" Kmntnu der Babvz.-...t,.. Bellgio11,
pp. 100, 104, 112, 141, etc.; Tallquist, Assymehe BuchuHSrung•erle, .Maqlfl
Berle, p. 83. The time for Invoking the spirits is during the night up to
the time of dawn.

u Pr. 7 u " splitting the liver" In the sense of killing, where

used u a synonym of It~~.·
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Samuel, the term ~ had already reached the stage represented by the use of Urtl in Babylonian as the divining
priest in general.
Outside of Samuel, the title " the rd•eh " is bestowed on
one other personage only, namely Hanan.i, who comes to
Asa, king of Judah (2 Chr. 16 '1 -10), and foretella disaster
through wars because the king " relied " upon Aram and not
upon Jahweh. The story, to be sure, is found in Chronicles
o:Uy, and for that reason might be open to suspicion. The
use, however, of the old term ~ instead of the later one
~may be taken as an evidence at least of the antiquity of
the tradition, if not of its authenticity.• The occurrence of
a ~ - of one officially designated as such- in the days of
.Asa. is a valuable indication of the continued use of the ancient
term to the end of the tenth century. Asa's reign, it will
be recalled, began in the twentieth year of Jeroboam, the
first king of Israel, and extends, at all events, to the time of
Omri, the sixth king of Israel,- but it is not till the days of
the latter's son Ahab that a new religious type appears in the
person of Elijah. Does this period perhaps represent the
border-line, separating the mf'l definitely from the ~ ? •
• The Greet Tendon, It Ia to be noted, In manrlnatanoa. lalla to note the
dlatlnction between l'lf"', l'!Jh, and ar;~, Uling W"po#nrs lndlacrlm1natel7 f~
&11 three. Thu for :"1f"' we find ~ f/JthwP 1 Sam. 9 t. u. 18, 1 Chr. 9 • 29-.
but 1 Chr.l!G• ..~and 10 &leo 2 Chr. 16T. 10 of Hananl; for :'f1 we
find ..,....,.,. 2 Sam. Mu, I Chr. 19• 2910 and 8618 (plural), but ipow
I J[L 17 11, 1 Chr. 2h, I Chr. 9 • 12 18 19.. whBe 1 Chr. 19 • ~ f/JthwP.
A. totall7 dl1fenmt word occun onoe 1 Chr. 261. No doubt In eome 011o1e. the
oonectiOD to the more legitimate term ..,....,.,. Ia Intentional, juat u In the
Hebrew tau l'tf"' and l'l!h are oooulon&ll7 replacod b7 ar;; «1r the latter Ia
lidded.
• In mw of t.hJa reference to~ In t.he dayw Of Ala, ODe Ia tempted t.o
OOJ'l'IICt the rather abcrd ~·in 2 Chr. 16 18 to~· The 'Y6l'M u It
acands" nen In hla llctn- he did not eeet Jahweh but the phyllclaDS,"
followed b7 the ltatement, "and A.ea slept wlt.h hla fathera," would tndloate
a peculiar attitude towarda t.he medical profeellon, which beoomee lntelllglble
only If we BllJlPOM the purpoee of the Chronicler to have been to lrouJoall:r
lageR a connection between the tlng'a 1188tlng medlcal advloe and hla
demlae. If the propoled change appeare too radical It I88IDI to me that we
ought at leMt to read: ~ ~ m.,.-ntt ~ atr, In the aenee of " InquirIng of the dead." The phrMe l'l'lo"'"'ntC W, meana, of oouree, "to enwea
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Turning now to l"'!h we find thia term of far more frequent
occurrence than Maf'1 and in use to a much later period. It has
already been remarked • that, just as the title "the r~'eh" attaches to Samuel, so Mzeh seems to have clung to ~ who ia
spoken of as the .,..,., Mtn (1 Chr. 21 9, 2 Sam. 24 u) or ~., nth
(2 Chr. 29 211) or simply as MJM:,:r (1 Chr. 29 29). If, therefore,
instead of :'l}h:.:r we encounter ~~., (1 Sam. 22 6) as the
title of Gad, this ia clearly a scribal correction • in order to
give him the higher and more legitimate title. The pr()l)f
for this is fumiahed by 2 Sam. 24 11, where we find both titles
"1Tl :1JM ~~' ,~, and where ~j ia clearly a marginal
glOBB .that has crept into the text. · Since we never find the
combination ~' ~~, it follows that the :"l)h was a special
attendant- the official diviner as it were at the special service of the ruler. Similarly, Heman (1 Chr. 25 6) and Jeduthun (2 Chr. 85u) are designated as lf~., mM, and since
both of these as well as Asaf are connected with the temple service as Levi tea and "singers " (t:r),~., 1 Chr. 15 19
Heman, Asaf, Ethan, for which 2 Chr. 512 has Heman,
Aaaf, and Jeduthun; Cl~'(.j 1 Chr. 15 11, 2 Chr. 5 u), the
prophetic ~wers associated with them (1 Chr. 25 1 ~.,
~1!1?~:;21 Cr;~; n'r"U~:p) are, as in the case of the Maf1, not
dissociated originally from priestly functions. The term,
therefore, likewise belongs to an early period in the religions
history of the Hebrews, when divination formed a part of
Jahweh" (e.g. 1 XL 12 1. a, Ia. 8l1t Jer. 10 a, Ez. 20 lt Hoe. 10 u,
PL 84 a, 2 Chr. 22• 261 etc.), but the verb r.!"J Ia alao \lied of InquirIng of the dead, e.g. Deut. 18 u (l:rr.f).,..,. Vt-1), Ia. 8 u (~'.' ~
cr,..ntc ~ ~ Vrr.), and alnce I:MW! Ia a synonym of cr~ (e.g.
h. 2616, PL 88 n), the phrue admlta of the Interpretation propoaed. The
change, which adds but a llugle letter, may alao have been Intentional, to
avoid the objectionable term in the cue of a "good" king. It may,
perb&pa, not be out of place to IU.ggeat alao that the reference to the king'a
alckn818 at the end of 1 XL 16 • Ia a late glo. balled upon the fuller atory In
Chronicles and Introduced u a reference thereto.
tt See above, p. ~3.
• The change of ~ Into at"~ Ia due, of course, on the one band to the
lnftuence of the later view which regarded all legitimate aervanta of Jahweh
u genuine " prophets," and on the other, to the gradual fading out of the
tradition which bad once diJferentiated between a ~ and a ~·
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the priestly office and before the period of the differentiation
of the diviner from the true prophet of Jahweh and the concomitant differentiation between " prophet" and "priest."
That the prophecy connected with the !f8zim was of a lower
order is indicated by the mention of musical instruments in
the passage in 1 Chr. 251 as part of the prophetic outfit, which
places them in the same category with the singing dervishes
whom Saul encounters. 111 The title :"l!hV attaches also to
Jeddo (2 Chr. 9 29) or lddo (2 Chr. 12 15) in whose
case we likewise encounter a scribal correction or gloss
ac"~j. Lastly, Jehu, the son of Ha.nani, is in one place
(2 Chr. 19 2) called l"f!i'TtT, though in the parallel passages
1 Ki. 16 1. 12 we find at"~j, while the Greek version also
has o.,.~ in 2 Chr. 19 2, and the Vatican Codex omits
the designation altogether in 1 Ki. 161- indications that
point to the later neglect of once existent differentiations
under the influence of the post-exilic view which favored
the application of ac"~ to all the men of the past who were
portrayed as speaking in the name of Jahweh. That, however, the :"l!i'T just as the~ was at one time sharply differentiated from the ac"~ is shown by the equally persistent
attaching of the latter term to certain personages of the
older period of Hebrew history; as e.g. Nathan, who iscalled "the prophet" in no less than fourteen passages.
Such a passage as 1 Chr. 2929, where the three personages
• The Instruments mentioned In 1 Sam. 10 a are .,~, 'J!'I, ~. and ~.
practically the ame Instruments aa In the cue of Aaaph, Heman, Jeduthun
(1 Chr. 26e) except that ~1!1~ 88 ~ (1 Chr.16•t) repreaenta probably a later addition to the outfit. Note also that In the aecond version
of the lltory of Saul's appearance among the prophets (1 Sam. 19 *')
~ Ia used jUBt 88 1 Chr. 26 s, which BUggeSta that the names of the
instmments have been mppreeaed In this version. The existence of an
Arable equivalent el-.fllld, designating In the pre-lalamio period a diviner of
the IllUDe grade 88 the KWn and the '...4.rr4b, may be regarded 88 another
proof of the antiquity of the :"'fr1 among the Hebrewa ; and, Uke the latter,
the Arable .fl/Ut is used for the dlvlner who predict& the future through the
Interpretation of external algns, 88 e.g. the filght of blrda- not through an
oracle directly given to him- and apparently also through the observation
of the &tara. See Hoffmann In ZA W, m. p. 92, and particularly the p88ll&g8
from Ibn el-Athtr, In which 'Arrllb Ia explained 88 el-munaggim, "the
star diviner." Cf. also Wellballl!en, Bu" arabUehen Hefdemhum~, p. 184.
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&880Ciated with the careers of Saul and David are given their
distinctive titles-Samuel the r8'eA, Nathan the ndbi, and
Gad the ~•lh- is particularly instructive as pointing to
the distinction once recognized between these three terms.
Even if the mention of Samuel be regarded as a late gl088, ~e
juxtaposition of Gad and Nathan is justified by 2 Chr. 29.115,
where we again find these two personages distinguished,
Gad as ~' I'IJM, and Nathan as ~j, and the two represented as the chief assistants to David in the regulation of
the affairs of his reign.fl Taking Gad as the type of the
MJM, we have distinct indications that he 'is consulted by
David, as Samuel is by Saul, in order to determine what
course he is to pursue. Thus when David comes to the king
of Moab and asks that his parents should l'emain there
~'until I find out what Elohim will do to me" (1 Sam. 22a),
there is clearly implied an intention on the part of David to
divine the future, and we accordingly find Gad telling him,
" Do not remain in ambush, but get thee to the land of Judah"
(1 Sam. 22 11). Again., we find Gad intervening when, after
the counting of the people, David is portrayed as having
become conscious of having sinned. The king appeals to
Jahweh (2 Sam. 241o), and through Gad the answer comee
that one of three things is to happen : (1) seven years of
famine, (2) ft.ight from the enemy within three month&,
i.e. discomfiture in war, or (8) pestilence for three days.
These utterances are precisely the kind of alternative interpretation of signs that we encounter in the various classee of
omen-texts of Babylonia and Auyria, and it is only reasonable to conclude that the l"I!M, like the Babylonian Mn2-priest.
had recourse to some method of divination by means of which
he secured specific answers to inquiries put to him. The
:"Tfrt thus comes close to the Maf'\, but, if we may judge from
Samuel and Gad as the typical r8'eh and ~uh respectively,
"The Tene contalu two IICribal. expaualoDS (1) ~., m:-r ~ aa
uplanation which a oompiler found It n~ to add ln order to Indicate
that the "commands" of Da't'ld, Gad, and Nathan were In reality God'• oommandl, and (t) T'P, ~ Ia added to make lt definite that Jahweh re't'Uled.
hlmlelf through thelle two "propbetl." The gl011 polntA apin to the later
abandonment of the dlltlnction between the l"lf.1 and the ~ proper.
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the former is a priest and diviner to whom any one may
come and for pay obtain answers to an inquiry, whereaa the
latter is more specifically the official diviner of the court,
accompanying the king on his expeditions. While too much
stress must not be laid on such a distinction which may turn
out to be accidental, yet it is worthy of note that Asaf,
Heman, and Jeduthun, as M~tm, are likewise officials, while
lddo and Shemajah "the prophet" (2 Chr. 12 u) in the days
of Rehoboam correspond to Gad and Nathan in the days of
David.
Is it possible to difterentiate still further between the
functions of the :"Dfl and those of the MJt'T? George Adam
Smith in his Introduction to the Oomment<lrg on the Minor
Prophet. (p. 17) renders the former as "seer " and the
latter as "gazer." The ditJtinction is justified in a meaaure
by the way in which the underlying stems are used, for
although in some passages, e.g. Prov. 22 29 29 20, ~ is used
in general it may be said that l"ll$1 is a
precisely 88
deliberate act of looking at something or looking for something, whereas ~ is a recognition of something that comes
to one's sight involuntarily. If :"Dfl is the "inspector"
who looks for a sign and interprets it, the MJM is the one to
whom a sign appears, and who recognizes its meaning when
it manifests itself. Hence the common meaning of the word
is "to have a vision," i.e. to encounter or receive a sign of
some kind. Now in ancient divination we find everywhere
two classes of signs, one that we may group under voluntary
divination, the other under involuntary divination.• In the
case, e.g., of heptascopy, the liver is deliberately examined for
the purpose of securing an answer, whereas, e.g., in the case
of reading the signs of the heavens, or the signs involved in
the flight of birds, or in the case of dreams or a vision, the
signs themselves are independent of one's own volition. Astrology, therefore, and" bird-gazing," like dream interpret&-

mn.•

• Even In these two paaaages, l"'nM might be rendered by " encounter,"
whereas If :"TaM were used, it might have the force of " seek out."
• See the author's paper, " Hepatoscopy and Astrology In Babylonia"
(Proc. Am. PAllo•. Socitty, xlvll. pp. M6 sq.).
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tion and visions, fall under the head of involuntary divination.
We have one passage, Is. 47 J.S, where the verb is associated
with the stars, tr';;'\:1~ C"Yhtl ~' ~"180 and where one
without losing the full force
could hardly use the verb
conveyed in :W of receiving a sign through the stars. From
the application to involuntary divination, Mro would therefore be the proper designation of a vision of any kind that
is sent to one, or that one encounters, and it is in this broad
sense that the noun Jitrl- occurring no less than thirty-five
times in the Old Testament- is used. Since the " vision "
was associated also with the legitimate prophets, the word
Jittl lost its objectionable associations, and Jahwistic pietists
had no hesitation in applying the term to the prophecies of Isaiah (1 1 22 1. G, 2 Chr. 82 82), Nahum (l1),
Obadiah (11), and it will be recalled that in the Book
of Daniel it is constantly applied to the visions of Daniel
(8 1-2. 13. us. 11. 28 9 21, etc.). But while this is true for J11tr,
the term l'1JM retained more of its original flavor, and was
generally applied in a contemptuous sense by the Jewish
zealots to designate the illegitimate at~~. This sense is
implied also in the insult offered by Amaziah, the priest, to
Amos (7 12), when, addressing him as Mth, he tells him to be
off to Judah and earn his living there. It is more clearly
brought out in Is. 80 10, where the prophet, putting himself
in the position of those who consult Cl~ and CI"JM, rebukes
the people for endeavoring to bribe them to announce only
agreeable news, "who say to the r8'im, do not see, and to the
!JAzim, do not gaze correct things for us," etc. There is
likewise a slur intended in the expression of the Chronicler
(2 Chr. 88 18), "and the rest of the words of Manasseh and
his prayer to God and the words of the Cl"lM who spoke to
him in the name of J ahweh," etc. Manasseh, being a
"wicked " king, those who announce decisions to him,
though pretending to speak in the name of J ah web are not

rnn

• Zlmmem, .BeUrdge, H. p. 86, note 8, BUggeSta the poeelbillty that the
Babylonian b4rl may be concealed here, juat aa Haupt proposed to read
~ for ~ in Iaa. « •·
The objection to the conjecture lies in the circumstance that parallel with " slgtlll" and " enchantment" one expecta the
mention of a form of divination but not the designation of a clus of divineiL
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worthy (from the Chronicler's point of view), to be called
CY!ll.
Th~ scribal correction of MJh to M~;l1 in so many passages,
as above pointed out, furnishes a further proof of the thesis
that the term MJh had a certain opprobrium attached to it.
In Ezekiel also this opprobrium is apparent, since his references to C"li'T are in practically all cases to those who
deceive the people, as e.g. 18 16 Cir;T9 J~ Ci~ J1TJl ~ CTr::f,
though it should be noted that in the same verse be introduces ~f as a synonym of C"li'T. The general attitude of
Ezekiel, however, is shown by his association of the c~lh
with~., "diviners," e.g. 18 23 22 28.
The question naturally arises- why did at"~ finally come
to be the term adopted for the true prophet of J ahweh, seeing that, as the passage in Samuel (1 Sam. 10 ~)as well as
other references show, the at"~ is likewise a figure belonging to the early period in the religious history of Israel,
and a figure, moreover, that does not impress one as at one
time standing on a much higher grade than the l"laf'1 or l'1Jh ?
Without entering into the vexed question of the etymology
of the term, there is one feature which distinguishes the niibi
even in the early stages of his development from the ~-, and
the MJi't. He does not have recourse to external means of
divining the will and intention of the gods. Neither hepatoscopy nor the reading of the planets and stars is his province. He does not interpret signs and portents, but lays
claim to a direct revelation. Like his modem prototype, the howling dervish, -the ancient M~;l1 depended merely
upon music apd singing to put himself into an ecstatic condition and in this condition to obtain the revelation of the
divine will
Despite, therefore, the abyss separating the band of singing
dervishes whom Saul encounters from such types as Isaiah,
Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, they have this in common that they
are free from the material means in the exercise of the functions that constitute so essential an ingredient of the equipment of the Babylonian Mra, whether in his original capacity
as an "inspector" of the liver of the sacrificial animal, or in
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his amplified capacity 88 the "gazer" and interpreter of the
planets and stars, or 88 the one who reads the future through
the action of bubbles of oil in a basin of water, or as the one
who interprets the flight of birds or what not. The opposition to all kinds of divination- voluntary and involuntary
-crops out frequently in the Pentateuchal codes,ll as well
as to all kinds of incantations and necromancy, while in the
prophets we encounter this opposition at almost every turn.
It was natural, therefore, that the rn_M and the MJh should
have been rejected 88 unworthy designations for those to
whom the distinction was assigned of being the direct
mouthpiece of a Deity who was not to be worshiped through
any material symbol, and who could not be approached
through material devices. The ac~;t., even in his most
primitive form, was at least .free from such objectionable
associations, and, as a matter of fact, he follows along a line
of development diverging sharply after a certain epoch from
that of the ordinary diviner. He receives his oracles directly,
and does not divine the will of the Deity through interpret;&.
tion of omens. He is euentially, 88 Mohammed also called
himself, a "warner," a and it is because his warnings neces·
sarily reach out to the future that his utterances frequently
become prophecies in the ordinary acceptation of the termfrequently, but by no means always. His main purpose is to
speak out in the name of a Deity, to speak forth rather than
to foretell. It is therefore a mistaken view of the later
tradition which regarded the rn_M as the prototype of the~·
The r8'eh is a diviner 88 is the lJ8zeh. Both make use of
material means to divine the will and purpose of the gods,
whereas the ~ was always the direct mouthpiece of a
god, and therefore became the type and the appropriate designation of the class of men that embodied the protest against
all manner of divination.
Bee especially the long llst, Deut. 18 10. u.
•Sura 22M 29• 88'10 46a 61ao.A. 711, etc.
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